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About This Content

The Class 442 ‘Wessex Electric’ (or 5WES) electric multiple unit (EMU) was introduced in 1988 on the South Western main
line between London Waterloo and Weymouth. Their introduction coincided with the completion of the electrification from

Bournemouth to Weymouth.

The units were initially used solely on the Weymouth line, but through the 1990s began to be used on the London Waterloo to
Portsmouth direct line. Upon privatisation, the whole fleet passed to the South West Trains franchise, and then to Southern.

In 2008, Southern began a refurbishment programme that saw all Class 442 units pass on to Gatwick Express services between
London Victoria and Gatwick Airport, and at peak times to Brighton.

Dedicated services between the UK capital and the country’s second busiest airport began in May 1984 with air-conditioned
InterCity Mk3 coaches operated by British Rail. In 2008, Gatwick Express ceased to exist as a separate franchise, being merged

into the Southern franchise.

Despite their popularity on Gatwick Express services, all 24 trainsets are due to be replaced by Class 387 units in 2016 with the
5WES’s future still to be determined.

The 442 currently holds the world speed record for a third-rail electric multiple unit on conventional rails with 108mph (174
km/h) attained in April 1988, although the designed operational top speed of the units is 100mph (161 km/h).

The BR Class 442 for Train Simulator reproduces the Gatwick Express service as it operated for Southern from 2008. The five-
car units comprise of Driving Trailer Standard (DTS), Trailer Standard (TSO), Motor Luggage Composite (MLC), Trailer
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Standard Wheelchair (TSW) and Driver Trailer Standard (DTS).

The train is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the Gatwick Express Class 442 ‘Wessex’ on any
Quick Drive enabled route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically

for the London-Brighton route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios

Three scenarios for the London-Brighton route:

City Express

Gatwick Express

Seaside Flyer

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

British Rail Class 442 in Gatwick Express livery

Full five-car trainset, including Driving Trailer Standard (DTS), Trailer Standard (TSO), Motor Luggage Composite
(MLC), Trailer Standard Wheelchair (TSW) and Driver Trailer Standard (DTS)

Quick Drive compatible

Scenarios for the London-Brighton route

Download size: 179mb
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,French,German,Russian
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Great story and awesome setting.

As with all choose-your-own-adventure-style books, characterization is a little lacking. It's hard to make characters interesting
when you're not sure how the player will be interacting with them. But while most of the characters are a little tropey (annoying,
arrogant rival; upbeat, snarky sidekick; supportive, mysterious boss; etc.), they're still entertaining, and the Dystopian
Cyberpunk world is done very well. I'd like to see some sort of internet analogue in a sequel, but that's the result of wanting
more, not feeling that the story was missing something.

The one real problem I have with this story is one that I have with most Choice of Games products--no asexual option. Yes, you
can turn down romance and such (after identifying as straight, gay, or bisexual), but when you do, it feels a lot like you're
missing out on content. Wouldn't normally complain about this, as this game is still far ahead of most of the industry, but the
dev makes a big deal about being inclusive, so I feel like making noise might be worth doing.

So, basic information:

Pros:
-Cyberpunk
-Noire
Glory v. goodness morality system (you'll be familiar with it, to an extent, if you've played anything in the Heroes Rise series)
-Cool glowing eyes
-Gender\/sexual inclusivity
-Robot bits
-Exiled science vikings, maybe?

Cons:
-No dragons
-No magic
-No weird internet \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t

So yeah buy it.. At this point the developers seem to have abandoned this game. Not worth the money for a game that is far
from finished. I cannot endorse this game and until the developers come forward, I am of the mind that I deserve a full refund.
. funny and unstoppable game
9\/10
Advantages:Many satellites with different abilities and innovative gameplay
Disadvantages::Pre-defined space for your satellites may impair gameplay

jogo engra\u00e7ado e impar\u00e1vel
9\/10
Vantagens: Muitos sat\u00e9lites com diferentes habilidades e jogabilidade inovadora
Desvantagens: espa\u00e7o pr\u00e9-definido para os seus sat\u00e9lites podem prejudicar gameplay. Silverfall is flawed for
sure but has some satisfying elements for action rpg fans. Might be tricky getting it to run but is definatly worth it on sale.

Pros:
 - Characters are highly customizable with six races to choose from and a simple yet robust set of skill trees
- Neat morality system, align with nature or technology to access unique skills and equipment
- Lootfest with a pretty deep crafting system
- Attractve cell-shaded art

Cons:
- Lots of terrain issues, getting stuck on bushes, slight inclines, etc.
- Skill hotbars are counter-intuitive but can be remapped
- No UI scaling makes text difficult to read from a distance
- The map and quest log are clunky to use
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Plays Like: Torchlight \/ Neverwinter Nights. They'll tell you bardock is a simple and easy to use character, but really you have
to think a lot
For example, will you lariat at round start? If they block, what assist will you use to cover your lariat? See he's actually a really
complex character and-. Remember how you used to build castles and towers with jenga blocks as a kid? This is kind of like
that, but with explosives!

However, the game seems pretty dead, as the dev hasn't been on Steam or making updates since June\/July of 2016.. I dunno.
The game got boring quickly for me. It has very nice visuals and I like the overall tone of the game but I probably should have
read reviews more thoroughly before purchasing. It really is just jumping around on lanterns avoiding traps.. After many tedious
hours spent attempting to build a working vessel, I concede defeat to From the Depths. Mastering the basics (or just barely
grasping them) can turn into a quest of monumental proportions. Unless of course you're an engineering god\/demi-god.

in the end though, I had a blast with the battling part of the game as it's immense fun watching vehicles duke it out using an
array of weapon types. the units designed and featured in the campaign (praise be their creator's engineering prowess) had me
really impressed, anyone who can make such a creation is a boss.

TLDR: Not my cup of tea, however I see the appeal to those who want to build and battle.. Actually really fun, but I never see
people playing it. Hopefully post EA and\/or at christmas the lobbies will fill up consistently, cause what they have is fun.

I don't get motion sick, but I've got a pretty strong VR stomach, don't doubt some are tho.. Ace of Words is one of these games
I'm interested in for a potential educationnal value. So testing it was changing me from the F2P Lost Lands\/Clover Tales or
other hidden objects games (and Killing Floor 2 that keeps crashing on me since another update of theirs).

Do you know anagrams and Scrabble? Well, it's kinda a mix of them. You're given a list of letters and it's up to you to make the
maximum words. The default mode isn't allowing you for 7 or 8 letters, so, go to the options and activate it, so that you will be
able to make some achievements.

You can see the number of words available and they're revealed to you on the upper part of the screen. However, in order to
access a new puzzle and keep your previous score, you need to reach the 100% bar. Also, you need to reach a certain level
before unlocking the hint option.

But the best is that you change language. I could play in French, though I switched back to English. I'm maybe lacking words but
at least, I'm not being frustrated. Let me explain: the game doesn't allow for words existing in French with accents. And trust
me, there are a lot like that, that you can make but as the dictionnary included doesn't allow you to put them, you're frustrated.

It's the same for English. Where Letter Quest: Grim's Journey allows you a lot of words, Ace of Words is restricting. However,
I'm surprise sometimes: some words are really weird and probably derives from scientific langages. Too bad, you don't have any
little definition with it.

Anyway, Ace of Words is really a good game to exercise your vocabulary if you're not an English speaker for example. It's a
real good moment to pass with it. Perhaps the price is high for that kind of game but yeah, if you can buy it during a sale or
when it's bundled, go for it!
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This is Justin, the owner of VNR group on FB. TLDR, Best VN series made by a doujin circle, best VN series on steam. totally
recommend, buy it. I already own every hard copy stage NANA sold during komikes, light novels and mangas, but still bought
this anyway.

Note: I have read every Narcissu on steam IN JAPANESE, I can't comment on the TL quality but lots have told me that its well
executed so you should still give it a try, in this case giving $ to SP and Stage NANA worths more than any OELVN jokes and
other badly TLed SP titles.

To begin, Kataoka tomo's writing on life and death matters with the themes of terminal illness is the best I have read out of the
current 120 VNs I have completed. His writing shows that he indeed have deeply thought about the ideas of death quite
thoroughly, otherwise one would not be able to stories such as Narcissu.

I usually won't give high scores to titles that's shorter than 10 hours, but this is an exception for the Narcissu Series, because it's
short, simple and straightforward with the life death theme, making it an advantage in the case of Narcissu.

It would not be an over exaggeration to say that, this series is better than 90% of the VNs available in the Japanese market, I
have it ranked on the same level with titles such as, Koi de wa naku, Eden*. and the irotoridori series.

Better read this if you haven't.. easiet gameplay (smash ur kb and get S), also full chinese songs. This game is really fun! I do
recommend a controller. The author is amazing and it was his first project. Great future head of him. Oh i bought this for my
daughter but found i was having more fun than she was... LOL. An enjoyable game for fans of the series but considerably
shorter and easier than the previous two efforts. Also that ending was...it felt like they forgot to make an ending and tagged it on
5 minutes before the final deadline.

I recommend the game but only if you can get it on sale for a couple of dollars.. Valve is losing money by not calling this
amazing game 'ANNO 1404 - Dawn of Discovery'. Non-American fans wont find this by searching for the name they know it
by.. fun game predator is really fun to play with also the alien but playing as a marine is boring as hell
they should make a openworld predator game that would be really fun
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